Magnetosome size distribution in uncultured rod-shaped bacteria as determined by electron microscopy and electron spectroscopic imaging.
We report uncultured rod-shaped magnetotactic bacteria from natural waters that biomineralize magnetic crystals in two different size ranges. Electron spectroscopic imaging of whole bacteria deposited over formvar-coated grids permitted a better visualization and measurement of the magnetosomes. All magnetosomes of individual bacteria could be observed by this technique. The magnetosomes formed one large chain, composed of three to four columns of crystals, disposed in parallel to the main axis of the bacteria. The magnetosomes ranged from 19 to 136 nm in length and 14 to 112 nm width. Smaller magnetosomes (less than 80 nm in length) localized mostly in extremities of the bacterial body while larger preferentially localized in the middle part of the cell. Electron spectroscopic diffraction and X-ray microanalysis indicate that both types of magnetosomes contain magnetite (Fe3O4). In projection, most magnetosomes seem to present pseudo-hexagonal morphologies described for magnetite. As the aspect ratios for smaller and larger magnetosomes are different, we suggest that different levels of control on biomineralization of magnetosomes may exist.